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Precision B physics experiment at LHC (7 TeV) p (7 TeV   4 The LHCb Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL)
• Lead -Scintillator shashlik detector § Light collected by WLS fibers § Readout by PMT at the back of the detector
• Provides fast information for trigger (high p T γ, e, π 0 )
• Reconstruction of B hadrons with neutral final states
• Identification of e ± (for reconstruction, tagging, …)
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ECAL Simulation with GEANT4
• Simulation of detector response is based on GEANT4 and ECAL simulation is integrated into the entire LHCb simulation software.
• General framework: § Primary particles (produced by Pythia for the p-p collisions, EvtGen for B decays and from background) are given to GEANT4 for processing. § GEANT4 is set up with:
q specific LHCb geometry and material description q specific actions to simulate ECAL behaviour
• Execution speed is an issue • Stack:
• Lead Tile:
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• Detailed and optimized geometry (for example, no fiber in Scintillator, but they are the same material)
• Active material is Scintillator Tile 
